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Abstract 

The logistics and courier industry of India is going to be a worth of US$ 301.89 Bn by 2020 from 

$130 Bn in 2014-15 according to India Brand Equity Foundation (IBEF). The ministry of E-

Commerce has already built up their trust on the rise of e- commerce revolution. Data analytics is 

fast penetrating the Indian market www.shipsy.in Analytics market set to grow 8-fold in next 10 

years Workforce analytics will be a major driver for growth 2016 2025 US$ 2bn US$16bnCAGR: 

26.0% Analytics market in India Indian workforce analytics market (US$m) Increased penetration of 

IoT market IoT market in India (US$bn) Key drivers for growth of analytics market (Shipsy.in, 

2016). Metaphorically India spends around 14.4% of its GDP on logistics and transportation, as 

compared to less than 8% spent by other developing countries. The reason for this extreme gap is 

because Indian logistics industry does not have an organized structure. Global giants seek for 

business transactions on daily basis finds difficulty especially when it comes to the data filtering. Not 

only the numbers creates hassle, but size of data from which we need to find the useful information 

of customer can generate problems. On the other hand, the increased number of tech savvy and 

emotionally aware customers wish to get solution to their problem with one touch.  To find and 

control the solution for the same Business Analytics has recently developed the concept of Big-data 

wherein the large data files find patterns of useful behaviors for the future predictions and for the 

optimized decision-making.  

The step wise process can remove bottlenecks and pinpoint opportunities for improved business 

performance. Shipsy, a logistic solution Indian company was born in early 2015 in Gurugram; 

founded by Soham, Dhruv, Himanshu Gupta, and Sahil Arora – all IIT alums, incidentally. This 

article was discussed by the CEO Soham Chokshi on the platform of India Logistic summit on Feb, 

2-4
th

 2017. Unlike other business analytics, It is built on algorithm through which they find the most 

economical courier service provider for a particular pin code. It also allows users to track the 

shipment on its app. This paper briefly discusses about the rise of on demand logistic service solution 

Shipsy.com.  

Keywords: Shipsy.com, Business Analytics, Big data, Logistic Solutions.   

Introduction 

The Gurgaon-based startup initially operated as a C2C logistics company, delivering parcels with its 

own fleet of riders locally and had tie-ups with other logistic providers for inter-city services. 

However, ever since Jain came on board as an angel investor, it pivoted its business model to create 

platforms for data-driven decision making for enterprises in the logistics sector. The objective is to 

eliminate inefficiencies in the existing logistics platforms of logistic companies (vccircle.com, 2016). 

There are many reason for the rise of Shipsy which are as follows: 

 Increased Government investment and focus on infrastructure and smart systems  

 Rise of India as a manufacturing economy   
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 Introduction of GST – removal of regulatory hindrances to free flow of goods  

 Rise of e-commerce  

 Increasing levels of digitization and technology adoption by traditional players 

To enable more effective operational decision making, supply chain managers need to make sense of 

all the data generated. Analytics, the science of translating data into meaningful and actionable 

insights, will power the data-driven digital supply network of the future. Supply chain managers are 

depending on alert-based decision making to operate effectively and prevent costly business 

disruption in the future. Executives leading the supply chain operations of their organizations are 

facing significant pressure internally as well as externally from suppliers and business partners to 

implement digital technologies in the supply chain. They have high expectations for deriving major 

business value and return on their digital technology investments. The adoption of analytics 

technologies in particular has already impacted and will have an increasingly significant impact on 

their organization supply chains for helping to deliver on expectations for realizing business value. 

Agility at its core is intellectual acuity; the ability to think and draw conclusions quickly. 

 In order to be agile company must keep a track on mentioned activities - 

 Focus on architecture of systems 

 Generic way of defining objects 

 Amenable to change or Innovative 

 Time to change/add features should be less 

Shipsy realized that the problem of not being able to use the ambient data in an enterprise to gain 

business insights was persistent across organizations. Although most of the paying clients Shipsy has 

in the Supply Chain industry, this platform is generic enough to sit on top of any company’s database 

collection and, using machine intelligence, explores all of a company’s databases providing a single 

view across all of the systems (shipsy.in, 2016). The entire organization does not have to become 

expert in agile, but the company can adopt many of the tactics of the agile method and use them in 

everyday operations to increase the organization’s responsiveness and adaptability. It can establish 

scrum teams with squads and tribes to tackle specific problems and accelerate the pace with weekly 

sprints, rather than months-long efforts. Teams and groups can implement morning standups and 

weekly reviews as part of governance. Overall, the new ways of working should emphasize 

autonomy and reduce hierarchy. 

Operational Efficiency in Logistics 

The purpose of logistic system is to satisfy customer i.e to make a product or to make available a 

product to the buyer. There is a trade -off between service level and cost of service. Better the 

service, the more it cost to the customer. Today customers are focused and they utilize supplier 

expertise in a particular field. Value added offerings to the customers increases the operational 

efficiency of the organization. Continuous improvement is necessary for a robust and sustained 

growth. Rising prices and expenses has posed a challenge for every company. By improving 

operational efficiency companies can gain an edge over their competitors. In order to improve 

operational efficiency companies should minimize cost, utilize production capacities and should 

improve the overall quality of customer experience. 
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Methods to improve Logistics Efficiency 

1. Maximise storage-companies can store, move and ship products more effectively by 

implementing a warehouse procedures. Availability of well trained staff, space utilization, 

movements of products at minimum times and quick delivery of products are important 

aspects to consider. 

2. Optimize transportation- Rising pricing results in rising transportation and has affected every 

industry today. Companies should examine the factors that lead to increased cost. 

Packaging of products according to the desired size and weight, loading of products and cost 

effective strategies should be adopted. 

3. Automation- automation will allow company to communicate timely and updated 

information sharing between warehouses and accounting department. Streamlining of every 

process provides efficiency and can add value to the customers. 

4. Feedback- companies should consider feedback and suggestions from staff and should well 

implemented them for further improvements. Improvements will further increase 

productivity, delighted customers and rising profits for the company. 

5. Alert system- an alert management platform enables companies to identify and notify the 

employees who are involved in fraudulent practises and decrease the overall performance. 

 Proper check system to see whether delivery boys are making fake updates or not. 

 Check on the location updates by the delivery boys. 

 Check on the calls mad to the customers. 

 Check on the updates about phone numbers and addresses. 

 Introduction of additional layer of visibility to reduce fraud and to increase performance 

is required. 

Data Driven Operations: Human <> System Synergy 

IFTTT system: If This Then That 

Mobile technology has come a long way and is changing the way we do business. Enterprises across 

the globe are undergoing a shift in business operations. Companies with field operations, in various 

industries, are witnessing a push to embrace mobile technology to automate various parts and aspects 

of their business. IFTTT simplifies the process of connecting different things. For example, with the 

Life360 channel, you can create a recipe” if I arrive home then unlock the door” or “when I leave 

home, adjust the temperature” (securitygem.com, 2016).  Organizations must understand what 

insights they need in order to make good strategic and operational decisions. The first part of the 

challenge is sorting through all of the available data to identify trends and correlations that will drive 

beneficial changes in business behavior. The next step is enriching this organizational information 

with that from sources outside the enterprise; this will include familiar big data sources, such as 

those created and stored online (see fig 1). Decisions can be made with a structured approach 

through data-driven insight, keeping mentioned in the mind. 
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FIGURE 1 SHIPSY SYSTEM CONTROL TOWER 

Source Shipsy.in 2017 

• Companies generate vast amounts of unique data daily 

• Each person has KPIs that they monitor  

• Thresholds that define if something is going wrong 

• System tells human, rather than human having to follow up continuously 

In a business environment that constantly and rapidly changes, future prediction becomes more 

important than the simple visualization of historical or current perspectives. For effective future 

prediction, data analysis using statistical and predictive modeling techniques may be applied to 

enhance and support the organization’s business strategy. The collection and aggregation of big data, 

and other information from outside the enterprise, enables the business to develop their own analytic 

capacity and capability, which for many years has only been available to a few larger organizations. 

Forensic data analytics (FDA) technologies are available to help companies keep pace with 

increasing data volumes, as well as business and regulatory complexities; examples can include real-

time analytical processing engines that make rapid business decisions, such as stopping a potentially 

improper payment or business transaction, or leveraging anti-fraud/anti-corruption monitoring 

controls that integrate data visualization, statistical analysis and text mining. If you’re a field-service 

business, time and speed is money. Having the right workflow automation solution is key to success. 

With all the tech building blocks firmly in place and with increasing maturation and affordability of 

key technologies like mobile apps, devices, sensors and cloud technology, the field operations, and 

automation is easier than ever to imagine. Companies of all sizes, including medium and small 

businesses, can quickly and easily implement a robust field automation solution. 

Supply Chain Monitoring to improve fleet and warehouse operations: Alert Systems 

Due to the effect of globalization supply chain has become more complex and integration among 

different supply chain activities is an essential element. Alert system are enabling logistics providers 

in mitigating customer risk in a new way and it provides a greater visibility in to supply chain that 

strengthen their ability to take right action at right time (see fig 2). New technological tools are 

transforming daily business processes. Supply chain becomes increasingly lean in its operations. 
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Managers are looking for ways to improve services, reduce cost and increasing return on investment. 

The sophisticated custom developed software system ERP handles all aspects of the operational 

processes including capture of scanned package data with GPS and logging of delivery status for 

basic Accountability responsibility. The GPS data ensures that drivers are not out of bounds from 

their routes and they are scanning the package at the delivery points. This system provides the 

customers viewpoint of the status of shipment. Alerts are as simple as SMS/Email includes real time 

fleet of entire destination, logistics bottlenecks and record of communication with customer. 

FIGURE 2 GENERIC ALERT SYSTEM 

Source Shipsy.in 2017 

The following are the ways in which technology is transforming supply chain management 

1. Greater efficiency and transparency 

2. Focus on individual employees 

3. Tighter communication and community 

4. Government mandates encourage new technology 

Although technology is having a significant impact on supply chain management, technological 

change may be slow moving. Companies are attempting to understand the role that mobile or cloud 

technologies can play in their business, while striving to integrate new technologies into their current 

systems. Supply chain management is being transformed by technology, but exactly how and when 

depends largely on companies themselves. The latest technology used in logistic and supply chain 

management are- 

Geographical positioning System (GPS) – The GPS is more accurate system used in developed 

countries wherein a vehicle could be traced accurately with the help of Geo Stationary Satellites to 

the accuracy of one meter in terms of latitude and longitude. Once the position of the vehicle is 

known, it can be transmitted to consigner or consignee through the transmission network i.e. mobile 

phones or internet. 

Geographical Information System (GIS) - GIS are the software tools for visualization of special 

location of any entity on earth which is stored in databases relating to geography .This could be in 

http://www.loginextsolutions.com/products/mile
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terms of physical maps of the surface of earth, layout of inner surface of earth or a layout of streets 

or roads. GIS in integration with GPS is used in logistical operation for tracking and tracing of the 

consignment location to the extent of road or street in particular city. 

Web Based Tracking (WBT) - Logistics service providers operating in India are extending the 

services of web based tracking of consignments to their clients. AFL, Fed-Ex, Blue Dart and others 

are providing the status report of the consignment to their clients. The clients can download this 

report by connecting through the Internet. This information helps in planning the dispatch schedule 

and also making follow up with clients for payment collections. 

Automated Guided Vehicle System (AGVS) - The system makes use of magnetic or optical guidance 

system. The magnetic system uses energized wire laid on the warehouse floor for guiding the 

material handling equipment. In AGVS operator is eliminated. The new generation AVGS are 

guided with video and do not follow the fixed path. AGVS can perform all the material handling 

operation without any human involvement. Robot coupled with AGVS is used to pick up exact 

material requirement for a customer order. 

Automated Inventory tracking system (AITS) - The AITS is an IT tool that gives real-time status of 

the inventory levels of all the items at retail stores, feeder and mother warehouses. For replenishment 

of items sold, information is conveyed directly to the supplier after the item inventory level is 

checked at feeder and mother warehouses. The supplier initiates the action to replenish the inventory 

item depending on the item take-off rate at retail stores, its safety stock, inventory in transit etc 

thereby optimizing the inventory in the supply chain. 

Sustainable Supply Chain-Green Logistics 

Logistics are at the heart of the modern transport system. Green is a code word used for the 

environmental concern issues and is always taken on a positive note. The two words used together 

ensures environment friendly and efficient transport and distribution system. Today companies are 

applying green principles to their internal operations and wish to ensure that their purchases of 

material from supplier also meet certain minimum environment standards.in today’s world logistics 

is not only money. It includes cost of climate change, air pollution, dumping of waste, noise and 

accidents, reducing this cost is green logistics. It is gaining prominence throughout the logistics 

industry and has appeared as one of the top rated objective among governing bodies. 

Main Drivers of Green Logistics 

Global alarm over Greenhouse Gas emission: Corporate policies are concentrating more on 

identifying and lowering the carbon footprints caused by their IT equipment, infrastructure and 

people. 

Climate Change: Global warming is impacting the weather, ice caps and glaciers in both the 

northern and southern hemisphere in a negative way. The rise in the sea level due to the reduction in 

the ice caps and glaciers cover is turning out to be a primary cause of concern for the 

environmentalists all over the world. 

Government and Environmental Protection Agency regulations: An organization need to follow 

certain specifications to obtain Energy Star Rating and other environmental certifications. 

Penalization by policing agencies to implement carbon credit obedience is another inspiring factor 

for Green IT initiatives. 

http://www.loginextsolutions.com/products/haul
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Improved environmental awareness among the community: Vendor selection based on Green IT 

practices, sharing of best practices in companies across the supply chain, end to end obedience along 

the supply chain are the instrumental factors behind a successful and flourishing Green IT strategy 

Reducing waste for efficient and competent supply chain 

The traditional waste that were identified in lean thinking were over production, transportation, 

inventory, warehousing, defects. But there are other waste in supply chain namely. 

Useless information- As the technology advances it guarantees plenty of data to go around. It is 

important to understand the difference between data and information. We waste lot of time using 

casting off emails and reports. 

Untapped creativity- Development of creative skills takes time organizations can do their part by 

lean thinking such as by supporting training programs and by motivational reward system. 

Poor metric- supply chain strategies should be built to support overall strategies that should range to 

low cost, technological solutions RFID, Barcode scanning ensures true measures.  

Poor planning-A solid sales and operational planning process at grass root and executive level can 

help organizations to shift balance towards planning, while monitoring lean performance matrix.  

Overdesign- sometimes overdesign leads to over processing. The strategy to integrate people, data, 

processes and business system can minimize the overall design.  

Lean supply chain requires all departments and functions in an organization to work in collaboration. 

Advancement in technology can improve supply chain EDI, GPS for tracking freight, CRM, Cloud 

solutions and transportation yard system. Applying PDCA- PLAN, DO, CHECK, ACT can solve any 

problem and roadblocks in the system.  

Conclusion 

Nowadays, effective supply chain management has already becoming the strategy choice to develop 

valid compete, the fast developed e-commerce provide important means for effective operational 

supply chain management. One of the important discussions in finding an effective supply chain is 

benefiting from electronic tools for further coordination and integration of supply chain. 

Furthermore, in order to find an effective supply chain management in this new business 

environment, it is necessary to recognize major performance of effective IT as one of the important 

elements of IT. Organizations are in need to have considerable competitive advantage for further 

activities in an active business world and with different customers whose needs and requests are 

under changing. This is performed not only for further residence in market and relevant industry but 

also for better speed than competitors and change into a pioneer in market and industry. In general, 

incorporating e-commerce into supply chain process could achieve the following advantages: 

reducing purchasing cycle time, cutting transaction cost, decreasing purchasing cost through the 

more competitive electronic marketplaces, enhancing the collaborations among suppliers and buyers 

through collaborative software, lowering inventory, fulfilling customers demand faster, and boosting 

market access. The success stories of companies like Shipsy has proven that data plays crucial role in 

overall process of logistics by creating a platform that enables data driven decision making for 

companies in the Supply Chain industry. Visibility into their entire network to improve operational 

efficiency and enter new business models.  
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